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The Alumni Quarterly
OF THE I. S. N . V.

Volume I

NOVEMBER, 1912

Number 4

£DUCATION IN POLITICS.
The passing of another political campain makes timely again t he old
inquiry whether the schools are preparing well for citizenship.
We look largely to literature and to history to create broad and high
ideals. And first, I wish to ask, Are the literature and the history we
have been teaching in the sch ools best adapted to produce t he particular
ideals that are demanded in the good citizen of today?
Good citizenship is a question not only of intellect and ideals but too
of feeling-for it is feeling that leads to action. Courses in civics, economics, and sociology will furni sh facts and principles but it takes the
touch of literature to make the boy or .girl feel most keenly in matters of
social injustis. Tolstoi's War and Peace may impart a greater abhorrence of war than any statistics of money costs or of n umbers slain .
Who could commit murder after reading Dickens' description of the deth
·of Sikes or of that of Fagin? So Hood.' s Song of the S hirt or Kingsley's
Alton Locke is a phillipic upon swetshops, Charles Reade's P ut Yourself
in His Place upon trade union outrages, his Hard Cash upon society 's
treatment of the insane, and his Never Too Late to Mend upon the·treatment of -criminals. Moody's little poem, The Brute, like Dickens' Hard
T imes, draws a sorry picture of industrialism, while Markham's Man
with the H oe is even more forboding. Too valuable, socially, to be left
unused an, such poems as The Cry of the Children, The Bridge of Sigh s,
The Lay of the Laborer, The O'er Labord Wight, The Pauper's Drive,
A Rough Rime on a Rough Matter; and a study of Les Miserables, or of
some of Dickens' works, or of Reade's, may be worth more towards citizenship than a course in formal sociology. Ought not our courses in literature to be re-shaped so as to make the most of such material?
When I was a boy we studied _Barnes' Brief History of the United
S tates.
There are 285 pages in the book and 171 pages, or 60 per cent.
of the book, are devoted to wars and Indian stories. We studied Barnes'
General History in the h igh school. It was worse. It seems to me now
that it comprised little else than the genealogies of kings, the squabbles
of dynasties, and the details of battles. I do not mention these books to
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ridicule them. Barnes' History of the United States was the most widely
used and perhaps the best book of its day- It was an improvement upon
its predecessors, in that it was interesting.
Furthermore I do not
k now but that at one time such books were of some servis. It was the
mission of our ancestors to set up and to maintain here a free government
in face of the despotisms of Europe, and later to make the conquest of a
great continent from primitiv nature, wild beasts, and wilder men. For
such tasks were needed a race of hardy frontiersmen, hunters, trappers,
and fighters. Now possibly the schools in the history they taught did
something to produce the fearless young men and women that the situation demanded. But, however that may be, the times now have changed.
We don't live in block houses any more. Nor do we carry our guns with
us to church. We are no longer awakend in the <led of the night by the
howl of the wolf, by the Indian warwhoop, or by the sentry's call, "Midnight past, fair winds, and all is well." Insted, the electric light streams
in at the window, we hear the whistle of the hurrying locomotiv or the
town clock in the distance striking twelv.
The frontiersman's life with
its dangers and hardships is gone, a different type of civilization has
come. And the problems we have to face-they have not gone but how
they have changed.
LIVING QUESTIONS OF TODAY.

There a re still neighbors to be helpt, but not at stump-pulling, logrolling, or house-raising, if there are wolves to be t rapt they are the gray
wolves that prowl around city council chambers. There are still children
and women to be rescued-not from the red -man's scalping knife, but
rather from the upper and the nether mill-stone of economic competition.
In short, we are face to face with questions of prices, wages, taxes, assessments, exercises, tariffs, subsidies, bounties, immigration, franchises,
insurance, graft, bribery, strikes, monopolies,trusts, labor unions, appreciating or depreciating currency, greenbacks, bank notes, debased silver,
circulation based on bonds vs. circulation based on assets, child labor,
swet-shops, slums, smart sets, poverty, intemperance, crime, old age,
pensions, prison reform, railroad rates, private cars, terminal roads, midnight schedules, government by injunction, compulsory arbitration, . and
scores of other problems, every one of which is the direct outgrowth of
our complex industrial life.
Now will Indian stories, details of battles,
a rediness to endure cold, hunger, -and thirst, a contempt for physical
danger, fit our boys and girls to grapple with these enemies of the republic? The histories have improved, but they need improvement yet.
Why is it that when a war comes on there is no lack of military heroes, and why that in these more perilous battles of peace, are these
struggles with various phases of our social prbblem, there are hardly men
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enough to man the guns? Is it not because we write the names of our military heroes in the hedlines of our newspapers, and on the pages of literature and history, while a Howard, for example, may reform English
prisons, or a Shaftesbury spend his life in freeing the white child slums
of England, a Booth organize his army for the salvation of that submerged tenth of our population that have reapt none of the advantages
of advancing civilization, and history give them not a line? We teachers
have got to change all this. We must have broader ideals of patriotism.
Inestimable wrong has been done to the human race by teaching in literature and history from the days of the old testament down, that the heroic man, the great man, is necessarily he who fights, and wounds, and
slays. Our ideals must be changed. A Margaret Haley, fighting singlehanded and alone the millionaire tax-dodging corporations of the city of
Chicago; a Folk clensing the Augean stables of political corruption in the
city of St. Louis; a Maud Ballington Booth laboring for the ex:convict;
they, and all like them, are national heroes, and our boys and girls of onr
land must be made to see it if they are to have correct ideals of good citizenship in present day civilization.
SCHOOLS TO TRAIN CI'l'IZENS.

It is the first duty of a school to train to intelligence, and of a public school system to give the citizen such knowledge as is necessary for
the proper performance of his civic dutie,;. If we fail here we fail
indeed. Now, what are some of the most persistent problems that confront civic society, awaiting solution? Practically the first act ever
past by congress was a tariff act, and right down thru our history the
tariff question _h as remaind a leading one in politics, once thretening the integrity of the union, many times forming the leading
issue in a national campain.
How much have the schools
done to help to its solution? The people vote now one way upon the
problem, now the other. We have no policy. We don't know what we
want. In 1896 a new issue surprised the country, or an old issue in a
new form.
It was the money question.
Again we were caught napping. All the principles concerning money had been abundantly illustrated in our own history, but we hadn't taught them.
In the few
months that preceded election the people had to !em about money as best
they could. The magazines and the partisan press were their text-books.
The stump speakers were their school teachers. If the question was decided aright, there was no great credit due the public school. About as
important a question as the laboring man has to decide now-a-days, yes,
or the employer, or even the consumer has to decide, is what his relation
should be to the labor union.
Are the schools helping in the matter?
Have we taught our students about the old gilds in England, or the his-
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tory of unions in America, or what they stand for? If we leave such
questions until the boy becomes a man, and either laborer or capitalist,
will he not be forever prejudiced ?
There is no problem of more importanc e in state or local politics than
that of taxation. We have in Illinois an abominab le system. Are the
schools doing anything to help us get rid of it? Periodical ly the president's message appears. I wonder how many high-scho ol or normalYet it is usually
school graduates read it or could read it intelligent ly?
day.
the
of
topics
leading
he
1
a discussion of some of
THE MISSION OF THE AGE.

My second point then is that we school teachers have faild as yet to
adapt sufficientl y our school programs to what must be the mission of the
present age. There is something fascinatin g to me in this thought that
each particular age has its peculiar mission, and that what constitute s a
good citizen or a good civic education changes as that mission changes.
There is a suggestion in it all of progress. Our Puritan forefather s stood
for something valuable in the way of religion. The good citizen then
was the tough-hed ed old fellow who could listen to sermons that lasted
all day, in a cold church with nothing to keep him warm but the dog he
used as a foot-stool. And our revolution ary fathers stood for free government. The good citizen then was the man who could shoot straight,
and in whose bed the idea of liberty was so big that he cou ldn't turn it
over to examiu the other side. A little later it became the especial mission of our grandfath ers to make the conquest of the great west, and
still later of the last two generation s, to complete the conquest that so far
had been only skin deep, to steal the very secrets of nature and apply the
laws of science to the productio n of welth. Until then we had bumpt
our beds, stubd ,our toes, and bloodied our noses upon nature at every
step. We studied nature and nature made us free. Now the average
ton-mile rate for railroad freight is three-qua rters of one cent ; a hod of
coal will carry a ton of ore from the Lake Superior to the blast furnace
on Lake Erie; we save all the hog but the squeal; a man makes a watch
in a day; the printing press reels off 124 miles of newspape r in an hour;
we make perfumes from the sweepings of cow-barns . All this because we
have studied our natural environm ent. But this very conquest of nature
has brought into being an unexpress ably complex social environm ent,
and we have now gone to stubbing our toes and bumping our noses upon·
this unstudied , unsolvd social environm ent. One generatio n falls a prey
to rotten banks, the next to an irredeema ble paper currency; other generations to waterd stocks, insurance sharks, monoplies , and trusts. How
long are such things to be? It is the mission of our age to solv the social
environm ent. The demand was for natural science.
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DEMAND EOR SOCIAL SCIENCE.

The demand now is for social science. The problem was one of
production; it is now one of the distribution of welth. We have reacht
a place in our industrial and social development where further discoveries of the truths of nature and their application to industry, if unaccompanied by advance in social knowledge, may easily prove, insted of a
blessing, an unmitigated curse bringing only a worse directed application
of productiv power, a more unjust distribution of welth, a loss of freedom
for the ma5ses, a more unsocial society, a more undemocratic democracy,
and a more irreligious religion. It is the inexorable decree of fate that
a race which does not live up to its mission, loses eventually even its
inheritance from the past. And it is up to us school teachers to find the
way to prevent the catastrophe.
One thought more. Somewhere I have red of a man who went to a
great machine shop to get a machine to pump water for his cattle. He
was very particular, would have only the best and seemd redy to pay for
all that he got. Finally after he had pickt out the best thing in the
shop, and started .to go, the proprietor said to him.
'Now, sir, with
what power do you propose to run this machine, and what skilld mechanic have you engaged to tend it?' The fellow scratcht his hed, and
- replied. 'Why, I never thought of that. It seems to me you ought to
be able to fix that matter for me. You see I want a machine that is
powerful enough not only to pump the water for my cattle, but to suppy
the force needed to run the machine itself.' Now we are inclined to
smile at the stupidity of that man. But chan·g e names a little and how
nearly the story is true of us.
We inherited from our ancestors the
greatest governmental contrivance ever set up on earth, a machine set up
at the cost of streams of swet and pools of blood. Yet we so-called better citizens of this republic seem to think that this machine ought to be
strong enough and perfect enough to run itself. We don't want to have
to meddle in politics, attend primaries, help run things, or even study
· the great questions of the day . But this indifference which might do for
the citizens in an absolute monarchy will never do in a republic at all.
It is" in the body politic like cancer in the human blood, bringing ever recurring disease until it is dug out root and all. It is the task of the public
school of today to make the citizens of the next generation feel more
keenly than we feel the duties and responsibilities of citizenship. But
the teaching of patriotism by hanging out flags or of civic duties by dogmatic methods is hopeless. I cannot but believe that the solution to this
problem will be found in the solution of the other two problems that I
have dwelt upon today. Interest in civic and social affairs will come as
a result of fuller knowledge, and indifference will disappear with a fuller
recognition of what constitutes true social servis."

A DORMITORY FOR WOMEN.
A Dormitory at "old Normal"? Possibly. There were many
months of planning and persuading before our splendid Manual Arts
bilding was even begun. We had to wait a long time after the need for
it was keenly felt before we saw the new Thomas Metcalf training school
bilding take shape. So a dormitory for the young women of the school
may be at some distance in the future.
Except in the summer-term a dormitory is not greatly needed in
order to furnish abiding-place s for our students. Even last summer
when the enrolment was the largest in the history of the school,-six·
teen hundred thirty-two- every one found a place to live. Very many
were comfortably provided for. Some were not. The problem with us,
then , is not so much to find some sort of accommodatio n for our studen ts
but to find suitable, comfortable, home-like rooms for everybody at rea·
sonable prices. A well-equipt dormitory would have just s uch r ooms.
Because a part of an excellent heating and ventilating system, and under
the control of a competent engineer, they would conform to standard
conditions in these respects. It would be possible to furnish board suitable to a student's needs, of a better quality and at lower figures than
that furnisht by a landlady who necessar ily buys in smaller q uantities,
and for whom the furnishing of board is a business proposition.
Excellent conditions of living in the dormitory would standardize
conditions outside. Uns uitable rooms would not have occupants. The
less-desirable boarding houses would not be patronised. A larger proportion of students could find attract iv rooms.
From the business stand point, the definitness, organization, and
authority of the dormitory management would tend to eliminate some of
the unplesant features of the rooming question. The school has tried to
place the housi ng problem on a business basis. For the past few years
it has insisted on a definit understandin g between the roomer and the
landlady. At best, however, there are many occasions for disagreement
and for unhappy relation, and the student loses correspondin gly in her
ability to work effectivly.
Due to the Lindley Scholarship Act we have a larger number of
young s tudents than in former years. The University High School is
growing and its students are young. These young people need the closer supervision as to hours of study, amount of sleep and general care of
the helth which the dormitory would afford.
The securing of greater physical comfort for the student and the op-
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portunity for her to work under ideal conditions is all-important, but the
social advantages are perhaps the greatest benefits to be derived from a
dormitory in a Normal school. The personnel of the school changes not
only from year to year, but from term to term. Aside from the group
of girls who eat at the same table with her, the busy student has but
li ttle opportunity to make friends. Our young people come to us with
the greatest diversity as to social training. Some come from homes
whose ideals are the best, some have had l'O social training, some,
worse than none.
At present we have no center for our social life.
There is a development which comes from social intercourse under desirable conditions for which there is no substitute. Girls help each other
in matters of dress, etiquette, demeanor and social standards when living
together under well-regulated conditions. Personal idiosyncracies give
way to the ideals of the group. The addition of a dormitory to our
equipment would undoutedly affect the community life of the entire
school, for each. girl would feel herself a part of a unified whole as she
does not now. The Normal school expects her students to become desirable as well as useful members of the communities into which they go.
The class-room cannot furnish the training adequate to meet this expectation. It does not impart social ease and the culture which makes
a young woman a pleasing member of a social group. That must come
from association with others under ideal conditions. To give to its students an opportunity to develop the finer instincts wh'ich come from
social contact is a function of the Normal school as much as to train
them to be successful disciplinarians or to teach pedagogically.
The test of efficiency is the final one for the individual or organization. We believe the addition of a well-equipt dormitory to the group
of excellent bildings alredy on our beautiful campus would increase the
efficiency of the school. Such a home, large enough to accommodate one
hundred or more students, would attract those whose ideals of living are
high, those who must economize and those for whom parents want careful supervisio:1. It would be another indication of the school's progress
and development of which every alumnus has been justly proud.
The proposal to bild a dormitory would meet with some objections,
none unanswerable. Some feel that it does not afford a natural mode of
living, that independence and initiativ are check:t that morbidity and
emotionalism creep in. This may occur under some circumstances. In
a co-educational school, whose members are as busy as they are here,
and who are in school because animated by a definit purpose, there need
be little fear of such a result.
The added expense for equipment and maintenance constitute an
objection with some. If well managed it should prove at least self-sup-
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porting. The question of management presents really formidable d ifficulties, not any greater, however, than in the ina uguration of any new
department of the school. We have every reason to believe that Dr.
Felmley would be able to establish a regime here which would prove as
successful as that of the Domestic Art, Domestic Science and Manual
·
Training Departments.
it would be detrimental to
because
dormitory
the
to
One may object
the townspeople. We hope that it will so raise the standard of living
that some rooms will be left vacant. We hope it will somewhat reduce
the living expenses of students. We believe that on the whole the
townspeople would not be losers but gainers by reason of the consequent
growth of the sch ool. However that may be, the highest good of the
greatest number of students is what the U niversity authorities must
seek . And I repeat ; I believe the presence of an ideally equipt dormitory would set a standard for all rooming places; that it would secure for
our students a greater mesure of comfor t and safety, culture as well as
convenience, ples ure as well as profit.
Some one pleads for the Faculty and says a dormitory will increase
the administrativ problems. Doutless it will. On this point, however,
I am sure they do not seek reljef. They will welcome such an addition
to their responsibilitie s as will mean a doubling of their opport unities to
help the student body t o a higher plane of living, a deeper community of
interests, a more valuable social life. After a somewhat limited inquiry
among the girls I believe the present student body to be strongly in
favor of a dormitory. T quote from one. "If the matter were laid before the state and viewd at all points and from all sides, the conclusion
would probably be that a dormitory is not on ly an advantage but a vital
need at I. S. N. U." What do the Alumni say?

EDITORIAL
We hope the Alumni will read carefully the article. "Come to the
Contest" and act upou the su ggestion. Come if you live in McLean Co., or
if you have good train servis to and from N ormal, come . The contestants will appreciate your presence and ycur cheering. The editor is absolutely s ure that the "Phils" will win in fact they always deserv to
win. However the bus iness manager, the alumni treasurer and a few
others say they are equally sure of the "Wrights." Time and the
judges will tell.
THE NEW BILDING.

The name of the new Training School Bilding will undoutedly call
to the minds of the older Alumni the vivid remembrance of that fine
personality that pervaded the school from the years 1874-94 and whose
influence is still "going on." In one of the coming issues of the Quarterly, we shall have a picture of Thomas Metcalf and a recognition of
his long Servis to the Universi ty.
CI.ASS SECRETARIES OR LOCAL SECRETARIES .

We realize that in order to make this "Alumni Quarterly" the upto-date and complete magazine of "news" that it was designd to be, we
must have " helpers" among the Alumni . The editor can not "keep in
tou ch" with 2000 Alumni because of the multiplicity of her duties at the
I. S. N. U. However if she had ten or twenty ' 'helpers" or associate
editors among the 2000 she could do it very satisfactorily. Two plans are
under consideration, that of having class secretaries and that of having
local secretaries.
Should the first plan be tried, it would be the place of thP. Alumni
Association to appoint a secretary for each class. The duties of t his
secretary would be to secure news, as full as possible, from each member
of his class at least every twelv months and send the same to the editor
of the "Quarterly" in form for publication.
Under the second plan, local secretaries would be chosen whose
d u ties would be to obtain the news of all alumni living within the state,
county, or radius of a certain number of miles and send it in to the editor.
The chief argument in favor of t he first is that people are usually
most interested in their o wn classmates and would find the work most
plesant under s uch a plan. The a rg ument for the second is that it
would be wt:11 to get better acquainted with the alumni living near and
t he local secretary could probably send in more frequent and complete
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reports. It is believed that many plesant friendships and local alumni
asrnciations would be the natural outgrowth of the latter plan.
We should be pleasd to hear from the Alumni as to which they co11sider the more feasible plan. We would be doubly pleasd if we should receive some volunteer offers to serv as local or class secretary. Of course
it means some extra labor but it is servis for the I. S. N. U. and we
believe there are many among our list who are redy to render such servis.
Will you not volunteer?
SUBSCRIBE AGAIN.

The present number of t he Quarterly completes the first volume.
It is just about a year ago that a few of us with many misgivings, and
yet with a feeling that a real need existed, decided definitly to undertake
the publication of this journal. Experience has taught us that the need
for such a publication does exist, and it has taught us also that our
fears for the success of the enterprise were to some extent justified. We
have not found it altogether "easy sailing", and yet by practically drafting the present members of the Faculty as subscribers and making a
vigorous campain among the class of 1912, and the Summer School students we have been able to meet all our financial obligations for the year.
A large number of our subscribers have exprest a very high appreciation
of the Quarterly. During last August we receivd a good many letters
which read substantially as follows:"Please send the August number of the Quarterly to me at the above
address. If you have alredy sent it . to my old address, will you not
please send me another one? I simply cannot miss a single number."
And yet, notwithstanding many such expressions of appreciation as
this, there are still many loyal alumni whose names are not
on our subscription list. When we fail to get a person's subscription, we simply feel that we have faild to get his attention for
personal appeals almost never fail. We are fearing just now, that we
will fail to get the attention of some of our present subscribers whose
term of subscription expires with this number. For this reason we are
enclosing a blank for renewal, printed on bright colord paper.and we beg
of yon to send in your subscription at once before you forget it. If we
can hold our present subscribers and gain others that we are sure to gain,
we will be able to improve the quality and enlarge the scope of the Quarterly next year and this we are very anxious to do.

FOUNDERS DAY
The fifty-sixth anniversary of Founder's Day will be celebrated
February 18, 1913. The interest this year will center around the life
and servises of Gen. Charles E. Hovey, the first president of the Illinois
State Normal University. The special event of the occasion will be the
unveiling of a splendidly exe'cuted portrait of General Hovey. This portrait is the gift of the I. S. N. U. Club of New York together with the
surviving members of the classes of 1860 64. As the donors say, it is a
symbol of their love for their Alma Mater, and of their gratitude for what
she has done for them. From another point of view it will be a prot1d
reminder of the honorable and efficient career of the donors.
This preliminary announcement will be followd by a full statement,
with cuts, appropriate to the occasion in the February issue of the ALUMNI QUARTERLY.
The editors of the QUARTERLY will welcome any facts
or anecdotes about General Hovey, or about the school during his administration. If it is found practicable, a biographical pamflet will be
printed for the occasion. The following letter from W. J. Morrison,
president of the I. S. N. U. Club of New York is self-explanatory.
October 29, 1912.
man, Robert H. Elder, formerly assistThe I. S. N. U. Club of New York was a nt District Attorney, George Howell,
organized about seven years ago. Among Superintendent of Schools in Scranton,
its members are Elmer E. Brown, Chan- Pa., Mrs. Lillian Brown-Fairchild,
cellor of New York University and form- · Rachel Crothers, playwright, Mrs. Meliser United States Commissioner of Edu- sa Benton-Overma n , E llen C. Babbitt,
cation, Dr. Frank M. McMurry, the Russell Sage Foundation and William J.
leading and most popular instructor at Morrison, Principal of Grammar School
Teachers' College, Dr. Rudolph R.
No 73, President of the Brooklyn TeachReeder, Superintendent of the New York e rs' Association-an activ, lively, associOrphanage, Mrs. Mae Hewitt-Reeder,
ation of over 5500 members, and PresiDr. James J. Sheppard, Principal of the dent of the I. S. N. U. Club and several
Hig h School of Commerce, Dr. Chees- others.
man A. Herrick, President of Girard
The Club has had the annual reunion
College Philadelphia, Mrs. Clara James- since its organization and many other
Herrick, George W. Riley, Osteopathic Normalites have attended one or more of
physician, Charles C. Wilson, Vice- the reunions.
Principal of the Jersey City High School,
At the reunion in May of this year the
Albert A. Hanna, Boys' High School,
Club voted to show its appreciation for
Mrs. Luella Denman Hanna, Mrs. Carrie t he influence of the I. S. N . U. upon the
V. Smith-Stebbins, Mrs. Elsie Pattersonindividual lives of the members. It was
Holder, James F. Wilson, Stuyvesant finally decided that a portrait of the fi rst
High School, William S. Mills, Principal
president - General C. E. Hovey. Later
Grammar School No. 75 , Brooklyn, Rev.
it was decided for many reasons to invite
Frederick David Nedermeyer, Clergythe surviving members of t he class,·,
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which were in t he I. S. N. U. while
General Hovey was president, to share
in the contribution. This seeme<l to be
a happy decision and several of the first
graduates have cheerfu11y joined in making the gilt possible.
Thru the work o f Miss Babbitt, who
went to Washington, D . C. , she succee<lcd in interesting Mrs Hovey and Mr. E.
Clare Messer, an old friend and admirer
of General Hovey. The Club could not
have done better for the ability of the
artist, combined with the affection of a
friend, has produced a portrait of n1re excellence.
After consultation with Mrs. Hovey
and the President of the Club, Mr. Messer decided to paint the portrait of
General Hovey in his military uniform as
he appear<! during the first year of the
war. The students of today and of tomorrow will then see the features of the
founder in the dark background of those
trying times. They will thus learn of
the kindly, stern, upright man, whose
energy, loyalty, and devotion did so
much for the I. S . N. U., his state, and
the nation.
Mr. Edmund Clarence Messer, the

artist, was born in Skowhegan, Maine,
and at the age of ten moved to Minnesota
:with his parents. After a few years in
Minnesota, and from 1861 to 1864, b e
livd in Norma}, Illinois, where his
father , B. S. Messer, was at that t ime a n
instructor of music and drawing in the
I. S. N. U.

Since 1864 Mr. Messer has been a resident of Washington, D. C. where for a
long time he was Hed of the Corcoran
Art School. This latter fact testifies to
his artistic ability and those who know
the man know him to be big harted, kind,
upright, and true.
His acquaintance
with General Hovey begun in 1861 continued until the deth of the latter in 1897.
The l. S N. U. Club of New York and
the surviving members of the classes·
of 1860, 1861, 1862, 1863, and 1864 donate
this portrait of Mr. Hovey , Founder of
the I. S. N. U., General in the United
States army, loyal, upright, efficient
man in the hope that it will be accepted
by the authorities as a slight token of
the appreciation all felt for the influe nce
of the Illinois State Normal University
upon their own lives and careers.
Yours, Vhn. J. Morrison, Pres.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Folk Tales of East and West, by John
H arrington Cox, author of "Knighthood
in Germ and Flower," 11 A Chevalier of
Old France," etc. Boston: Little, Brown
,& Co. 12 1110. 190 pp. Price $1.00, net.
A collection of old folk tales, so old that
they are new, derived fro111 such various
and differing countries as Sweden, Japan,
the England. of Chaucer, earlier Medieval France, etc. Even one or two of the
old Bible stories are included. Most of
thetn previously have not been available
to the general reader, as their original
form is too difficult for any but the cultivated scholar to e njoy. The author·s
version of the Phoenix, for instance, has
been translated from the Anglo-Saxon;
that of The Lay of the Bird, from old

French. The Old Iron Pot is a Swedish
folk tale which probably has never been
printed before, but has come down thru
the centuries by word of mouth. Sister
Beatrice is a Medieval legend , and Mr.
Cox's version has been taken from a
famous Dutch poem depicting the miracle
that protected the sun. The Japanese
folk tale was told him by a nativ of that
country thru an interpreter, and is
undoutedly new to English r eaders.
All the tales are renderd in the simple
English suitable for young readers 11 to
14, but all of them retain with markt success the tone and atmosfere of their period
and will appeal to all r eaders interested
in folk tales.

BOOK REVIEWS
Country Life and the Country School,
by Mabel Carney, Country School Department, I. S. N . U. Row, Peterson &
Co., Chicago. Cloth. Illustrated. 390 pp.
This book, which is just now issuing
from the press, will fill a long felt want
among the teachers of Illinois. But tho
addrest primarily to school people and
dedicated to the country teachers of 111inois, tlus book also contains much of
dir ect value for farmers and all others
connected with country life "'ork. This
book differs from a few others alredy
publisht on this subject in that it particularly emfasizes the social and comn1unity relationships of the country school
and attempts a more comprehensiv view
of the country life problem than has
heretofore been included in books upon
rural education. Something of this broad
outlook and of the general trend of the
book is indicated by the author 's Platform for Country Life Iu1proveme nt
which is quoted here from the fi rst chapter.
'' The fundamental problem of country life is
that of keeping- a stanaard people upon our
farms.
The solution of this problem is to be realized
thru making country life adequately and permanently satisfying-.
Country life can l,e made adequately satisfying- only thru the upbilding- of the country
community. To solv the/arm problem. attention must therefor be directed to community
b11ding-.
The chief agencies for this work are the home,
the state, the church, the farm organization,
and the school.
Of these, the school, because it is the agency
of education, and because the whole farm problem is one of education, is best fitted for immediate institutional leadership, and most capable o;
initiating- rural social progress. The school,
in· other words I makes the best and most gener-

ally available center for the upbilding- of the
country community.

In realizing- this opportuni1y the school is
confronted by severaf vital needs.
The chief of these are an organization of

the rural educational system upon the pnnciple
of consohdation, and, above all well and specially traind teachers.
A most direct a/lack upon this problem may
ther•/ore be made thru the p,eparation of teachers for country school servis."

The chapter hedings further suggest
the general trend of the discussion and
are as follows: ·
1 The Farm Problem .
2 The Country Home.
3 The Country Church.
4 The Grange.
5 Farmers' Institutes.
6 Roads and the Road Problem.
7 The Country School as an Agency
in the Solution of the Farm Problem.
8 Consolidated Country Schools.
9 The Leadership of the Country
Teacher.
10 The Country Teacher's Problem
and its Attack.
11 The Training of Country Teachers.
12 Country School Supervision.
13 The Country Lile Movement.
Appendix - detaild information for
country teachers including such topics as:
Directory of Rural P rogress- listing 68
rural movements and sources of information .
I ndex Bibliografy-classified and annotated.

Illustrations 112 - all fresh, never used
before. Illustrations, Illinois scenes.
The style is clear, comprehensiv, and
pleasing. The subject is 11otacornpilation
of what others have written but is largely a resume of personal observation and
study. The numerous pleasing and instructiv pictures help in the clearness
and charm of the book. For these r easons this book is hartily recommended to
all teachers and prospectiv teachers of
rural or elementary schools, but especiw
a lly because this book contains such a
complete discussion of the problems of
rural life in Illinois, set forth by an
author who has had long and thoro
acquaintance with the conditions.
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Degree for Rural Schools.
A new title or degree of ''Superior
School" that goes along with a diploma
that certifies that certain specified requirements have been complied with is
now given by the State Department of Education. The first dedication of such a
school in Illinois was on September 27th
when the Hedgepeth School, District, 46
in Warren County receivd the diploma
and won the title "Superior School."
The day was made a great day. Supt.
Blair dedicated the school with a most
plesing address. Many teachers from
surrounding schools together with the
parents and children met for a big picnic
dinner on the school grounds and to assist in the program.
The bilding is heated with a modern
furnace, having a fresh air intake and
convenient coal room. The school room
is large, lighted from the left side, well
ventilated and is supplied with all neces-

sary equipment such as adjustable seats,
good pictures, maps, etc. Miss Eula
Cordell, a graduate of the Western State
Normal School is in charge of the school.
While the Hedgepeth school is the
first "Superior" school in Illinois, there
are 657 of the 10,532 one room
school houses in Illinois that are now
"standard" schools a nd display the
plate which is put up over t he door of
the school house, designating it as a
"standard" school. Fifty two of this
number are in McLean County. The
'·superior" diploma is higher than ·the
"standard" diploma and adds the requirements of Normal training, greater
experience and higher salary for the
t eacher. We hope that within a few
years the majority of the rural schools
in Illinois will have the "Superior"
diploma.

Largest State Teachers' Association.
The Michigan State Teachers' Association , m embership 8288, held its 60th
annual meeting at Grand Rapids, October
31 and November 1. The teachers are
paid their regular salaries while attending. The programs included addresses
by C. A. Prosser on vocational training.

E. T . Fairchild, on rur,,l schools, F. G.
Blair on the teacher, the home, and the
school, and S. D. F ess on Horace Mann.
A concert by Madame Schumann-Heink,
free to 111en1bers, no seats sold, was pro~
vided by Grand Rapids Association of
Comn1erce.

UNIVERSITY FOR THE QUART ER
The current number of the Quarterly
issued by the Illinois State Normal University contains the
Ne w Cours e of
new Course of Study
Study for Train- for
the
Training
ing S chool
School. The course
has never been printed in detail before, and it will occupy
the entire space of the Normal School
Quar terly. It bas been under discussion
for nearly a year, and represents much
careful thought and labor by the members of the various departments who in
consultation with the Training School
faculty, have been responsible for its
preparation.
The following teachers have had the
different subjects in charge : Literature,
Miss Colby; Composition, Miss Sabine;
Reading, Miss Owen; Spelling and Writing, Mr. Turner; Grammar, Miss Hayes;
Arithmetic, Mr. Howe; Nature study,
Miss Patterson; Geografy, Mr. Ridgley;
History, Mr. Beyer ; Primary handwork,
Miss Richards; Manual training, Mr.
Newell; Domestic art, Miss Schurtz,
Domestic science, Miss Lyford; Music,
Mr. Westhoff; Art, Miss Ela; J:'hysical
t raining, Miss Ballard; Kindergarten,
Miss Lee.
T h e outlines in composition and elementary handwork are new, in the sense
that the work in these subjects has never
before been written in definit form . It
is believd that better results may now
be securd in the lines of work than has
heretofore been possible.
T he summaries of th e courses in the
manual arts which are given in tabular
form are so pland as to be most he! pful
to the teacher in suggesting the relation
which should exist between the hanrlprocesses, and the study of t he principles
and theories which govern them. Thru

an error, the chart which was made to
summarize the course in art was omitted.
Various changes have been made both
in the subject matter and in the orgnniz.ation of the course. These are regarded
as substantial improvements, and their
development will be watcht with interest
by all concernd. A course of study is
not a static, but a dynamic thi ng, and it
must therefore be constantly changing
and growing to ·meet the needs of the
growing ideals of progress in educational
work.
The new course cannot fail to be of
great servis to the student teacher who,
because of the brief time he spends with
a class and a subject, net!ds to have the
definit outline of the whole topic in mind
from the beginning of his work; and to
the supervisors in the saving of time and
effort in organization of materials.
The entire course is noteworthy because
of the varied, rich, and cletAild nature of
the subject matter suggested . Another
most valuable feature is found in the
statement preceding each outline, which
sets forth the pedagogical values of the
subject, and the relation of the subject
to t he child's general development.
This te nds to unify the work of the
course, and should help the student
teacher to see the relation of his speciAl
topic to the various other lines of study
which his clnss is pursuing.
This course will necessarily have a
wide influence in molding the opinions
of the many young teachers who assist
in putting it into practis.
It is hoped that all who work with it
in any capacity, will aid in testing it
fairly, and in making it an efficient in strument for the purposes of instruction
and development, in this school and in
others which they may help to control.
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On Thursday, October 31st, the students and faculty were delighted to see
once more in their
Vice-Pre sident
midst
the
genfal
Henry McCormick countt:nance of Prof.
McCormick. He has
been mist th is fall and i t wa~ a plesure
to every one to see him once more on the
platform and to hear h is familiar voice
once again .
1'he Central Illinois Con (erence o( the
M. E. Chur ch held its annual session at
Normal
this year.
Central M. E . Co n• The session was conference at Normal siderd hy the ministen;; present to be one

of the best that the Conference ha• had in
years and many of the addresses given
were greatly enjoyed by students and
members of the faculty of the I. s. N. U.
A banquet was g ivt>n in the dining rooms
of the Manual Arts building and Bishop
McDowell clelivercl the Sunday morning
sermon in the Auditorium.
The Science club organized last spring
by the stude nts and members of the
faculty who are interThe I. S. N. U .
ested in the various
Scie nce Club
phases of Science is a
thriving organization
and ha• started on what promises to be a
successful year. It has for its purpose
the stimulation of interet:t in science
work and its programs are supposed to
deal with material somewhat outside o f
and beyond anything offenl in the science
courses of the University. T he following is the program of the club for the
current year:
Oct. IS, (a) Some Geographical Relations in LaSalle County.
Mr . D. C. Ridgley.
(b ) Marseilles (Ill.) as an Industrial center.
Miss Anna 01sen.
Nov. IS, (a) Th e Relation of Agriculture to other Sciences.
Mr. I. A. Madden .

(h) The Geography o f the
Pike 's Peak Region.
Mr. G. A. Bark er.
Dec. 10, (a) Mineral Matter in D iet.
Miss Allen.
(b) Electric Traction.
Mr. Richard Robinson.
Jan. 21,
(a) The Climate and People of
Alaska.
Mr. Fred Telford.
(b) Some Personal Observations of the Weather of
the Philippines.
Mr. McKean.
Feb. 18, (a) Subj ect to be an nounced .
Miss Coleman.
(b) T he Balanced Ration.
Miss Richards.
March 25, (a) Climate and Helth.
Mr. Freel Barber.
(b) Soil Water.
Mr. Levett Kimmel
April 22, (a) Recent Light on Heredity
and Eugenics.
Mr. J . L. Pricer.
(b) Wireless Telegraphy.
Mr . W ilson.
May 20, (a) The Ded H,rt of Aus•
tralia.
Miss McClellan .
(b ) The New Physiology.
Mr, Fred H artin.

On Friday and Saturday, October 26
and 27 1 the Schoolmasters' Club met in
Peoria. Pres. Felmley
Schoolmasters'
and Profs. Manchester, Beyer, Holmes,
Club
Newell, Evans, Pricer
and Barber attended . On Friday evening the adf.ress was given by Dr. Galloway of Milliken University on Sex
Hygie t~e. On Saturday morning a proposd form of the Vocational Training bill
was submitted and different views upon
the same were presented by Profs. F. D.
Leavitt and E . A. Cooley of Chicago and
Dean Davenport of the University of Illinois. After the reading a.. thoro discuscion followcl . At th e close of the discus•
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sion, a resolution was past eruestly endorsing the movement for Vocational
1'raining as a part of our public school
system. It seemd to be the prevailing
opinion tlrnt the present system of educational administration should be modified to provide adequately for this enlarged and important function of public
education, rather than that a separate system for Vocational education be created.

lure was very in:structiv as well as very
entertaining. The progress in agriculture i n general, an<l in wheat raising in
p:-srticular was traced from earliest
Egyptian times to the present.

The Northern Illinois Teachers' Association met Nov. 1 a nd 2 at Aurora, Ill.
The general topic for
Northern Illinois discussion was, The
Teachers' A aRelation of Theory to
sociation
Practis in Education.
The program was excellent and the attendance was large.
Pres. Felmley, Pres. Cook and Prof. H.
A. P eterson were speakers on Saturday

The second summer term was a most
successful one with Prof. M. J. Holmes
acting as president.
S econd Summer The work began MonTerm
day July 22nd and
closed August 28, The
faculty was unusually strong and the attendance was the largest ever enrold, being 350 which is 42 more than any former year.
T he wether was extre111ely favorable,
being very cool t he greater part of the
time. School was held on two Saturdays
in order that those who livd away could
have ample time to return hon1e before
their winter work began, There was a.
great interest taken in athletics, several
games of baseball being playd by both
tnen and women. The sun1n1er society
flourisht under d irection of 0. H.
Reynclds. Miss Helen Zurawski had
charge of the term play ''The Mid-sum11
111er ~ight's Drean1
which was a great
success.
A series of six lectures ·on Ethics was
given which provd most interesting to
both studtnts and faculty.
The addresses were given by Attorney
Charles L. Capen, of Bloomington, H.
B. Wilson Superintendent of Schools at
Decatur , Rev. J. N. McDonald, pastor of
the First Presbyterian chllrch of Maroa,
Dr. Watson Gayley, of Bloomington ,
J ohn B. Lennon, Treasurer of the American Federation o f Labor, Dr.
D.
Howell, of Bloo111ington.
These men
spoke on 'l'he Ethics of the Law, Teaching, Ministry, Merliciu and Labor respectivly.

morning.

On October 24th a free illustrated l ecture was given by Rev. J. L . McLaughlin
who has spent seven
years in the PhilipLecture on
Phillippines

pines.

His

experi-

ences were told in a
most pleasing manner anrl were full of
interest and information for his audience.
T h e lecture was given free to the townspeople of Normal thru the generosity of
Col. D . C. Smith.
The St. Clair ·c ounty teachers met
October thirthieth and
St. Clair County thirty-first at East St.
Teachers' Asaoci• Louis. Pres. Feltnley
tion.

and Miss Carney were

both on the p rogram.
They r eport a fine meeting.
On October 27 the National Harvester
Company gave the lecture "The Dawn of
Plenty'' in the auclitorium. It was illuThe Dawn of
strated with 2000 feet
Plenty
of moving pictures
and 1000 colord lantern slides. The lee-

President F elmley at Victoria

On Wednesday, Oct. 23, President
Felmley ad dresst the Women' Club and
the Farmers Institute at Victoria, Ill.

H:
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Altogether the second summer term
was extremely satisfactory to every one.
Great praise is due Mr. Ho! mes for his
untiring ener gy and skillful management
of affairs.
A course of unusual interest and excellence is in progress t his year. In
cheapness also, it surLecture Course
passes all previous
lecture courses. Think
of having thirteen first class numbers for
one dollar which makes each one cost
7 9-13 cents. The students and townspeople of Norma l and Bloomington have
shown their appreciat ion by their redy
purchase of tickets and t he lecture board
has even now more than paid the hevy
expense incurd with such a full course.
Prof. Beyer who is Ma nag er of the Board
a nd his efficient co-workers, Miss Owen
and Mr. Evans deserv commendation for
th eir efforts in securing and successfully
financing such an excellent cour.:Se.
Sept. 20-The Chicago Ladies Orchestra.

Oct . 4--Ed win Brush, Magician.
Oct. 9- Sousa's Band.
Nov.8-Newell Dwight Hillis.
Nov. 22 - The University Choral Club.
Ja n . 22- Margart Stahl.
F eb. 14- The Orphean Quartet.
Feb. 22-The Edwards' Medal Contest.
Feb. 28- The Univer sity Choral Club.
Mar. 22-Chapin.
Mar . 28-The Inter Normal Oratorical
Contest.
April 25-The Terre Haute-Normal
Debate.
May 2- The Inter-State Oratorical Contest.
Under the new president, Prof. Beyer,
th e Faculty Club has had two most interesting programs.
Faculty Club
On Thursday evening
Sept. 26, Pres. 'Fe!tnley addrest the Faculty on ''The Democratic Platform of the Pr esent Year."
The talk was g iven in President Felm-

ley's concise , forceful manner and pre•
sented the n umerous good points of the
platform most skillfully. He emfasized
the definitness and clearness of the
dem ocratic platform as opposed t o the
obscure generalities of the republican .
When he finisht the democratic members
of the facu lty were beaming to think
they belongd to a party that stood for
everything good a nd the republicans and
bull mooses were-Do you t hink completely squekht? Oh no! they were
just redy to bring forth some unanswerable arguments but the lateness of the
hour prevented what would surely have
been a debate like those of the "old
days.''

On Thursday evening, October 17th,
Prof. Finney of the Wesleyan, Progressiv Candidate for State Senator, spoke to
the faculty. He showd how the present
campain is sociological rather than
political in character and that the immediate cause is the presence in the field
of the Progressiv Party. Its platform is
the platform t hat stands for scientific
social reform.
Everyone was delight ed with Prof.
Finney's talk- an interesting debate followd . T he n ext two programs of the
Faculty Club m eetings a:e to be given by
the Faculty of the H igh School and of
the Training School respectively.
Three new members besides t hose
mentiond in our last issue have been
added to the faculty
Mew Faculty
roll. Mr. H. A. McMembers
Gill Ph. D . is the new
Prof. of History. Mr.
McGill is a nativ of Ohio and has receivd
the greater part of his high<K education
at University of Chicago. H e has provd
himself a most successful instructor and
is well liked by all the students .
Miss Myrta McClellan takes the place
of Mr. Barker who is now in Colorado
Springs High School. Miss McClella n
is a graduat e of the University of Chicago
and for five years was a training teacher
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of Geografy in the University School
connected with the University of Chicago.
Miss Jessie Lummis who succedes Miss
Healy is a graduate of University of I11inois. S he had charge of Latin in the
LaSalle Township High School for six
years.
The examination for life certificates
that was held on J uly 22-24 resulted in
more than the usual
State Examin•
numbers of failures.
ation
E ighty one from the
t wo
hundred and
t wenty who wrote faild to receiv cer ticates. The percentage of failures in proportion to the number writing was small•
er a t Normal and the State University
than at other places.
Out of sixty
graduates of the Normal who took t h e
examination, forty-seven receivd certificates. Last year the six highest averages were made by graduates of the I.
S . N . U. This year the highest average,
attaind by a graduat e, was fourth in
rank. The general average was very
good however, for out of the twenty-five
wh o r eceivd an average of 85 or above,
fourteen were from the I. S. N . U. The
three graduates receiving the highest
were Mary Porter, Edna Rentcheler, a nd
Lillia n Dole.
On October 18th Jane Addams talkt
on behalf of the Progressiv Party at t he
Coliseum in BloomJane Addams
ington. Many of the
faculty and a large
number of students h eard her . She
made a str ong plea for the social reforms
which are embodied in the Progressiv
platform. Miss Addams is a forceful
speaker always and her words seemingly
found a harty response among h er
hearers.

Miss Gertrude Longenecker is now Instructor of Pedagogy in the San Diego,
Normal School , CaliMiss Longefornia a t a salary of
necker'• Position $2000.
H er many
friends among the
faculty and the students of last summ er
r ejoice with her and congratulate t h e
Normal upon having securd such a fin e
woman and excellent instructor for its
faculty.
The Story Telling Leag has again
organized this year with a membership
of forty .
The reguStory Telling
lar meetings are held
Leag
Tuesday evenings at
7:30. Miss Foote is
president. All members seem dePply
interested in the work.
Every year marks a n increas i n the attendance of the I. S . N . U.
The past
year
the
number
lncreas in Atreacht 2892, an in tendance
creas of 189 over the
preceding year. The
enrolment in t he Normal Department for
the different terms was:
Pall term-545.
Winter term-543.
Spring term- 587.
First summer term 1632.
Second Summer term 350.
During the present fall term 592 a re
enrold in the Normal Department, nearly 50 more than last year. I n the Univer sity High School there are 180, an increas
of 30 over last y ear. Thus does the University grow in attendance as well as in
new bildings, new departments, new
courses, and better equipments in every
line.

STUDENT LIFE
Football in the I. S. N . U. means intercollegiate foot ball, for that is the only
kind that can flourish
Football Reinin this institution at
stated
the present time. Inter•class games
in
soccer, basket ball, base ball , and tennis
flourish; but there are not enough men
i n school who want to play foot ball or
who are fit to play foot ball, to m ake
class games a success. In 1909, because
of bad cond1tions that arose apparently
from inter-collegiate athletics, intercollegiate foot ball and base ball were
abolisht by the faculty for one year.
The following year t h e ban on base ball
was lifted but foot ball was voted down.
At the beginning of the year 1912-13, th e
foot ball question was brought up o nce
more and foot ball was voted in by a
Jarge n1ajority.
It was believd by the majority of t he
faculty that the evils which had existed
at the time of the abolit ion were not in herent in t he athletics, and that under
proper control and managemeut a limited number of inter-college games would
have a wholesome effect upon the I. S.
N. U.
It has been quite a task to develop a
team from wholly "green material;" but
the spirit that sprang up among t he students was wonderful and the boys responded loyally, thereby lightening the
t ask. About thirty boys immediately reported for practis, and two teams wer e
fonnd from t his bunch.
Besides t he
Normal School squad, there has been a
University H igh Sch ool squad that has
given a good account of itself.
It may be well to enlighten some of
the alumni on t he subject o f the University High School. It has grown into a
distinct organization, a thing of itself
but a part of the Normal University. A
digression here to do justis to the High

School cannot be made but it is necessary
to speak of it in connection with the University foot ball team.
Until last year the University athletic
teams were mixtures of High School a nd
Normal students. Now t he High School
students are bard from the University teams, a ltho both teams are governcl by the same athletic association.
The High School team has developt
faster than the University team and out
of four games played so far has won two,
tied one, and lost one . Its record so far
is :
Normal High
0 University H igh 19
Bloom ington High0 University Hig h 6
Urbana High
3 University High 3
Pon tiac High
Univer sity High 6
The University second second string
men and the High School team have
furnisht good scrim mage work in d evelop·ing the Normal team . We shall not have
a record breaking season; we may not even
win from any of the experienst college
teams, but when the time keeper's whistle blows at the close of the Normal-Wesleyan game o n the afternoon of Thanksgiving day, we shall have past thru a
foot ball season that has been a credit to
the Illinois State No~mal University.
OU R SCH EDUI,F.

Oct . 26-Bradley Polytechnic at Peoria.
Nov. 9-Lincoln College at Lincoln.
Nov. 16- Charleston Normal School at
Normal.
Nov. 23- Illinois College at Jacksonville .
Nov. 28- Wesleyan at Wilder Field.
THF<: NORMAl,-BRADLEY GAMK

Seventy-five loyal supporters of the
new Normal foot ball team chartercl a
special Illinois Traction car and jouneyed
to Peoria to see the boys in their initial
tussle. They were well paid for their
titue and nioney spent. Leaving out the
game, every occupa nt o f t hat car will
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carry with him a memory of the feelings
of loyalty. fellowship, and spirit that pervaded that group and bound the students
together as they listend to, and partici- ·
pated in the songs, yells, and speeches.
They felt that they had something in
common. They felt that there is an institution to which they owe allegiance,
and for which they are willing to work
together.
The yells of the loyal sever,ty-five
greeted the Normal team as it appear<!
upon Bradley Field. Captain Smith won
the toss and said Normal would defend
the south goal , and well did they defend
it. Playing against the hevier and experienst Bradley men, they playd them
to a standstill thru four regulation quarters.
In the first quarter the Normal boys
s~emd to be suffering from stage fright.
They could not get a ny of their plays to
work, neither could they stop Bradley
consistently. But by using the punt
they succeded in keeping the ball away
from their goal.
During the second
quarter better foot ball was playd and the
fighting was clone in the center of the
field. Bradley made most of h er gains
in this quarter by means of short forward
passes. In the third quarter open foot
ball was tried by both sides and both
sides had c ha nces to score.
Bradley
workt the ball by forward passes to the
Normal one-yard line, where they
fumbled and Benjamin of Normal fell 011
the ball. Courtright kickt out of danger.
During the last quarter Normal had two
chances to score. They workt the ball to
the t e n yard line chiefly by means of the
forward pass, Courtright to Moore. Smith
made six yards thru the line. The quarter back juggled the ball on the next
play but recoverd it with no gain made.
Courtright tried a forward pass over the
goal line to Moore who juggled it long
enough for a Bradley man to bat it to the
ground . Normal had one more chance
to score on a place kick from the thirty
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yard line, but t he Bradley center broke
thru and blockt the kick.
On the whole the game was a success
from the Normal stand point. There
were sotne tnistakes in judg1nent that

will not occur in the next game.
Th~ scor e O to O shows that the team has
fighting qualities, and the experience
gaind will aid greatly in the remaining
games. The line-up in the Bradley game
was as follows:
Moore
r. e. Petty
r. t.
Farrel
r g. Bowyer
C.
Hargitt
I. g . Wheeler
I. t.
Hood
I.e. Courtright q.
Ilenjan1in I. h . b . Holmes
f. b.
Smith r . h. b.
SUBSTITUTES

Cowser

Graham
Todd

Karbeer
Arsenean

The Dramatic Club plans to give a
Christmas Fete, much on the nature of
t he one that they had
D ramatic C lub
last year. It will consist of a festival of
short plays which portray simple, spirited characters in quaint and clever plots.
There will be much opportunity for the
charming costumes and many features
will be introduced. It is the wish of the
organization to make this a celebration
for the entire school and the young
women of the Y. W. C. A. a r e going to
join forces with the Dramatic Club and
make the Christmas Fete one·of the most
plesant and memorable affairs of the year
The elate is Friday, December 15, there
will be a matinee on the Saturday afternoon following.
Before and after the performance there
will be a r eception in the corridors and
in the Art Rooms, it is hoped that many
former students may find it possible to
be back on that occasion. A very small
fee will be charged for tickets, it is purposely placed at a very small amount so
that every one can attend, the Fete is
given for every one and it is the wish of
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the management that the whole school
and their friends come.

The event of the year was held Friday
night, Nov . 1, in the gymnasium. The
gymnasium
was a
Junior Hallo w e 'en very bewitching place
Masque rade Party with jack-o· lanterns,
witches, black cats,
and ever y thing spooky. Every guest was
masqued. There were clowns, J aps,
Indians, cowboys, gypsies, witches, etc.
One large g roup, consisting of father,
n1other I and seven children of all sizes
and ages attracted especial attention.
It is rumored that they were "faculty"
- can it be possible? During the evening
' 'getieral exercises'' was held, causing
great amusement. Pres. Felmley (Frank
Westhoff) presided, Most of the facul ty
were present .
J. Pierpont Morgan
( Harold Kasbeer) a guest, made a most
interesting address to the students.
Later cider, sandwiches, and <lou!!'hnuts
wer e ser vd.
Praise is due t he Junior
committee who managed such a plesant
entertainment.

At General Exercises on October 16th,
the stud ents were delighted by a program
given by students of
W esleyan
t he Wesleyan Con Program
servatory of Music.
Several i nstrume nta l
nu mbers were g iven and Miss Ruby
Evans sang. We hope that they will
cotue again.

After exciting elections in both societies the following contestants were chosen
for th e contest debate.
De baters Chosen Messrs . Robert Grubb
and E. S. Freeman
were chosen by Philadelphia: Messrs.
Reuben Staker and H. A. Johnson, by
Wrig htonia. They are all very able
speakers and a close debate is expected.

The men of the Univer sity have organized the University Dancing Club, the
purpose of which is to
Da ncing Club
further the interests
in dancing and to secure more successfu l and enjoyable
dances by having a r egular organimtion .
Those eligible for membership are present students, faculty membns, and
aluinni. Carter Brown was chosen treasurer. Several very plesant dances have
been given by the Club.
Sappho meets every F riday afternoon
in the Art room. At
Sappho
present the members
are read ing '' Middlemarch' and find the society discussions
most he! pful.
1

'The plans for the Index of 1913 are
well under way. T he staff elected consists wh olly of the
Index Staff
stronger sex so the
book should be unusually successful we suppose. Those chosen
are as follows: Editor-in-Chief-Clifford
Jacobs; Assistant Hditor - Joe Bunting;
Organizing Editor- H. A. Johnson; Art
Editor-Reuben Staker; Business Manager- Jay Ireland; Advertising ManagerSam Reeder.
Cicero is in a very lively state this season. There are over seventy regular atte ndants . Three parCic.,ro
ties exist and the" Rull
Mooses'' are especially full of vim. All the leading political
questions which are agitating the mind
of the people at present are warmlv debated and settled in the proper way·.
If there was a <lout in any one's mind
as to the advisability of having a general
·
secretary it has been
Y. W. C. A.
dispeld, or should be
if it has not been .
Certainly the improveme nt a nd increas
of the work accomplisht has fulfild

STUDENT LIFE
the expectations of even those who
hoped for the most from it, and who pland
and W()rkt so hard to bring it about.
From the first day of school, most of
the efforts of the association have been a
success. Starting with the opening reception on registration day, thru the
''Grind'' and various other social and
religious activities, every thing has been
a success, not always as 1nuch so as they
would have liked, but nevertheless, very
encouraging.
One great improvement on the plans
of the preceding years is that of having
the bible study classes meet at the r egular Sunday School hour. It has been the
hope of those who have this wor k in
charge, that a ll the girls would join one
of these classes . Most of t he churches
have organized the student classes, and
those wishing to join can ta ke up the
regular outlined work and still be affiliated with their own r especti v churches.
In many cases, the girls have not felt
that they could do both, but under the
present plan they gain the advantages of
the classified bible study, yet have the
personal interest in their own Sunday
school, which only comes thru activ participation. The Mission study classes
have also been organized, which are to
take up the subjects of South America,
China and Ellis Island respectivly.
They are to 111eet for an hour each week.
Besides this, the Missionary committee
is also planning to arrange for the support of two nativ workers in t he foren
field, who have hitherto been supported
by the John R. Mott class of 1910-11.
But it is not the sole purpose of the
Association girls to improve their minds
or broaden their interests, estimable tho
that may be; they want to do practical,
helpful work: They wish to make the
school better for their presence and to be
of assistance and comfort to any who
need it, or desire it. There are many
lines along which this can be done. The
social committee, as far as it is possible,
want to call on the sick girls; send the m

notes of cheer and flowers. They feel
that help given at such times means more
than at any other. The social committee,
which has just been organized this year,
plans to take up work out side of school,
helping where it is possible at the
Soldier's Orphan's Home, the Baby Fold
and other similar organizations. There
is much along this line that can be done
profitably and well by the Associa tion
girls.
There is a constant effort being made,
to ma ke our meetings more helpful, and
also more attractiv a nd enjoyable. They
are held in Wrightonia Hall which is
much plesanter than our former room,
and accomodates our increasing number
more satisfactorily.
A different plan has been taken up this
year for the committee work. Heretofore, it has been difficult to get all the
girls out for the special meetings once a
month, to which they are pledgd. At
present the last Friday night in each
month is given up for this purpose. All
the girls gather together for a short devotional servis and then they break up
into the separate committees, where they
discuss the plans and work for the following month. As every member is on
some co111mittee, this includes all the
girls, and not only includes them, but
gives them an added and more personal
interest in the work. These meetings
are follow<l by a social hour at which
some one of the committees acts as hostess. Each one will have an opportunity to entertain the whole association in
this manner once, during the year. Two
of these meetings have been held, and
have provd very successful.
The I. S. N . U. calendar, which has
been gotten out by the finance committee
for several years, is being pland now.
There are to be several new views this
year, and the cover is to be one which
appeals to every alumnus. They will be
gotten out in time for Christmas.
T he membership campain which started at t he beginning of the year will close
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on the birthday of this association. A
membership banquet is to be given for
all those who have joind, and it is hoped
that the number pland on, 200, will be
far exi::eded.
This year marks the fortieth annh•ersary of the founding of the Young
\Voman's Christian Association for students. It is a good fact for which this
school should be, and is j ustly proud,
that a movement, so wide in its scope,
so high in its aim, and so noble in its
purpose should have originated here.
MARY G. TURNER '13.
The Vidette has enterd upon its twenty-fifth year in excellent spirit. The
new. board of editors
The Vidette
are working assiduously to make a live,
readable paper and to issue it promptly.
One number of the Vidette, printed two
days before the begin ning of the fall
term, provd a welcome innovation. It
was full of suggestions which were particularly helpful to new students. The
aims of the paper are unchanged. It is
the purpose of the Vidette to furnish
news for everyone everywhere. The life
of the school is reflected in its pages.
The reinstating of football this year gives
its athletic column fresh interest. 'l'he
"\.Vho's \.Vho and Why" articles, which
were so thoroly appreciate<t last year, are
being continued. The best literary output from various classes in the school will
be publisht.
The editors in charge are: Howard A.
Johnson, editor-in-chief; Clifford Jacobs,
business 111anager; Henry Porter, associ-

ate editor; Hattie Diemer, assistant; Joe
Bunting, athletics.
The 1 'Grinrl 11 came as usual the first
Friday night of the term a nd was more
than the u~ual success.
The Grind
As the guests came,
they were divided into
the Fuss, Sorehead, Lemon, etc .., families according to their disposition. During
the evening a 11grindi11g 1 ' 111achine perform<! some wonderful feats, much to the
enjoyment, ]ikewise amazement of the
g uests.
Every year has its own advantages.
Campain year, perhaps, has more than
the usual years. Why?
Campain Year
Because the air is surcharged with the electricity of intense feeling which affects
every one more or less. Among the student body, the r esult is shown in more
debates, deeper interest in the political
issues, mass meetings, and greater activity in all lines of student life.
Another great advantage of the campain is tha t it has brought the political
lights of the nation into the horizon of the
stu<tents. Taft, Wilson, Roosevelt, Folk,
Bryan, Jane Addams, and other eminent
leaders have been in Bloomington during
the last few months and the students
have gone in large numbers to hear them.

The straw vote of the students and faculty was taken October
Straw Vote
24 with the following
result; Wilson - 325
Roosevelt·-25 1, Taft- 64,
Debs,-8,
Chafin-8.

THE ALUMNI
Come to the Contest
Fellow Alumni:If you ask a veteran of the Civil War
to what regiment and con1pany he belongd, who his messmates were, he will

tell you without hesitation. So, also, if
you ask an alumnus of the I. S. N. U. to
what society he helongs he will respond
as redily as the war ,·eteran.

The principles for which the old soldier
fought have been settled, but the contentions of these societies will "go on forever. ''
It should be stated here that the

alumni should not be misled in thinking
that something entirely new is to be set
forth. Cicero and Sappho are not to
hnve a contest, so far as is now known.

Neither is it the political questions that
However if we were
forced to give our honest belief in these

are to be discust.

political 111atters, we would have to say
that the stars and stripes will remain
1
'0ld Gloryn no matter who is elected.
The truth of the matter is, there is to

be held in the auditorium on Friday eve,
Dec. 20, 1912, a contest between the two
literary societies here. Now the question
is '' \\7ho will win at the coming contest?" Is it the unexpected th::i.t you ex-

pect; or is the unexpected to be
expected? In such a case, does not the
unexpected ceas to be the unexpected as
soon as the unexpected is expected? I
'' expect'' it does.
Both societies began work which was
preparatory to the contest at their very
first meetings in September. And during
the past few days they have chosen their
conte~tants, so you see the preparation

for the battle has begun.

Both societies

have the contest spirit which reminds an

old veteran of days past.
You can all r ecall the feelings, the
yells, and the songs of past-contests.
These things would ail be described here

to help you to rec.,11 them, but" something whispers and says, "Oh, good
painter, you can't paint soun<l . " So, to
live it all over in the fullest sense, come

to the contest.

Geo. N. Cade. '10

Personals
' 12 Miss T . Celia Holdencr is teaching first g rade in Louisville, Ky. Her
address is 1026 S. 3rd ave.
' 11 Blanche Kelly is teaching 7th
grade in Louisville, Ky. She writes that
they are introducing departmental work
a ud she expects to have English and
Geografy in 7th and 8th grades soon .
The hours are short, school closing at
1:30 and she likes the town very much.
Her address is 1444 4th street.
'02 Virginia Crouch receivd her degree of A. B. from University of S . California on June 13 and is now working for
her Master's degree.
'00 Anna King Turley is Supervisor
of the first four grades in Norman, Okla.
'12 Moses Staker visits Normal every
once in a while and says every thing is

fine in Cerro Gordo.
'10 M. Lillian Curlee is teaching
second grade in Urbana this year. Her
address is 401 S. Race Street, Urbana.
'02 Elizabeth Renshaw who has been
tenching in Anaheim, California for the
past three years is back again at the I. S .

N. U., specializing in Domestic Art.
'09 Miss Mabel Gentry is teaching
English and Grammar in the grades in
Wichita, Kan. Her address is 325 Martinson Street, Wichita.

'12 Miss Lucy Normile writes from
Alexis that her work is most plesant.
Miss Normile instald the equipment in
the Alexis High School. She has a class
of the ladies of the town besides her
regular ,vork which surely speaks well
for her work.
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'12 Miss Edna Rentchler has introduced gymnastics into the High School
at Litchfield and is coaching a basket
ball team in addition to eight hours _class
room work in the High School.
'12 Mr. Leon Selby is teaching Manual Training in the LaSalle schools.
'10 Mr. Loren Curry of Mason City
was in Normal Saturday, October 19.
He reports everything is fiourishi ng in
Mason City.
'12 Misses Jane Caldwell and Ethel
Buckley of the John Swaney School
spe nt the week-end, Sept. 27 29, in Normal.
They think the John Swan ey
people are most friendly and nre very
kind to their new teachers.
On Oct. 13, a son, Robert Brackett was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Francis Colburn of Oxford, Ohio. Mrs. Colburn
was formerly ll1iss Hazel Brackett, Assistant Director of physical training at
the I. S . N. U. in the fall term of the
year 'll-'12.
'11 Eva T. Myers is at Winlock ,
Washington, a town 77 miles from Portland. She teaches High School work and
supervises music anrl drawing in the
grades and rural schools.
,09 Sexto Maceda writes from Pagsan•
jan Laguna, P. I., that he is in charge of
a larger Intermediate school this year.
He teaches 7th grade and supervises industrial work. One of his teachers is a
lady who recently graduated from t he P .
I. Normal school and who teaches the 6th
grade and Domestic Science. Another is
a young man who studied in t h e Philippine School of Arts and Trades and is in
charg e of the fifth grade and t h e woodworking classes.

·' 12 Pree! Cox and Gladys Zook, .both
o f whom are teaching in Wenona, spent
several days during October in Normal
since the Wenona schools were closed on
account of an epidemic of scarlet fever.
'12 H enry Schneider who has been

teaching in Kankakee has resignd and accepted n position in Clevland, Ohio where
he will teach manual training.

'12 Misses Carrie Burtis and Node
Higgins spent Saturday, October 26, in
Normal. They h ad many good things to
say about Wenona and Minonk.
David Buckingham is teaching Manual
Training in Atchison, Kansas.
William J. Morrison '88 is Pres. of the
New York Alumni Club, Pres. of the
Brooklyn Teachers' Association and Principal of one of the leading schools in
New York City. His letter appears in
another place
Prof. George A. Barker writes from
Colorado Springs that altho the mountains and scenery of Colora<la are more
magnificent than the level plains of I11inois, he prefers the good "folk" of
Illinois to the people of Colorado. He
says they are all real estale agents altho
they may have the profession of doctor ,
lawyer or preacher as an avocation. In
our next number we shall publish an
article by Mr. Barker which will surely
be welcomed by his many friends.
Miss Carrie Lyford who is spending
this year at Colu mbia is ha~ing a delightful year with pleasant work and the many
advantages of New York City at hand.
Miss Katherine Hea.ly whose resignation last August was regr etted by the
students has now almost entirely recoverd from a very serious illness. She is
at her home in Fort Dodge, Iowa.

On Saturday November 2nd many
familiar faces of former classes were seen
in Normal and at night the societies were
encouraged by hearing the hopes an<l advices of these loyal Alumni for the coming
contest. Among the number were Misses
Rose ZelJer, Jane Robertson, Freeman,
Kleineau, '12, and Messrs. M. R . Staker
'12, Lathrop '12, Petty '11 , Harrison '09,
Curry '10, Zeis '10, Klier, Thurman,
Wright ' 10.

MARRiAGES
'03 Mabelle Peunoyer to Harry H.
Mason, Saturday, August 17, at Springfield, Ill. They are now at home to
their friends at Pawnee, Ill.
'10 Harold Ross to Miss Leona Yah
on July 13, at Mt. Pulaski, Ill. They nre
now living in California.
'09 Hallie Adelaide Selby to Frank R.
McLaughlin on Monday, August 5, in
Chicago. They are now at home in
Cerro Gordo, IJJ. •
'10 George H. Leimback to Alva A.
Dauner of Mt. Pulaski on Tuesday, Sept.
23.
'11 Wilbur E . Gu tterid ge to Miss
Blanche Ruby on August 21, at Wenona
Lake, Ind.
'10 Vernon Lindsay to Miss Jessie
Br amer '11 on Sept. 25 at Granite City.

Wilbur E. Gutteridge takes Indiana Bride

word was receive! yesterday of the
marriage of Mr. Wilbur E. Gutteridge to
Miss Mary Blanche Ruby at Wenona
J,ake, Incl., on August 21. No further
particulars have been receivd. Mr. Gutteridge was a student at the university
for several years, g raduating with the
class of 1910. He was engaged as principal of the Lostant schools last year and
this year accepted a position as principal
of the Rutland schools. He was well
known always while taking an important
part in the various school functions,
and his many friends here will be g lad
to hear of his marriage. He was editor
of the Index in 1911.

**

"

Bramer- Llndsey

Many Normal and Bloomington people
and a large number of Normal University

students will be surprised to ·hear oi
the marriage of Miss J essie Bramer,
of Granite City, to Mr. Vernon Lindsey,
formerly of this city, but at present of
Mt. Pulaski. The wedding took place
Wednesday, Sept. 25, at the home of the
brides parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Bramer, of Granite City . Only the members of the two immediate families were
present at the ceremony.
Miss Bramer and Mr. Lindsey are
both graduates of the Normal University
and both took activ parts in the affairs of
the school. The former graduated with
t he class of 1911 and the latter with that
of 1910. Miss Bramer was an actress of
no mean ability, she having appeared in
Je~ding parts in several of the plays of
the Dramatic Club. Mr. Lindsey is a
singer of note, having sung in senral
churches of both Normal and Bloomington. He is at present at the heel of the
music department in the schools of Mt .
Pulaski.
The engagement of the couple had
been known by some for some t ime, but
the definit plans were made known only
the day before. Miss Mame Bramer, who
is at present a student of the Normal university attended the function, she being
a sister of the bride.

*·•*

Mio Hele ne Johnson Weds

The marriage is announct of Miss
Helene Veeder Johnson, of the university summer school faculty, to Mr. Frank
Hartley Anderson, of Boston. The wedding, whjch took place Thursday, Sept.
19, at Christ church in Chicago, was a
very quiet one on account o f the illness
of the bride's mother, and at home announcements are deferd. Mrs. Anderson
will continue teaching.

DETHS
Re main s of E . A. Fritter Arrive
The body of Prof. Enoch A. Fritter,
formerly superintendent of schools of
Nornrnl, arrived in Bloomington the
evening, of Sept. 18 and the interment
was made in Bloomington cemetery at
11 o'clock the following 111orning.
The Findlay (Ohio) Republican, ·in
co111111en ting upon the deth of Mr. Fritter, speaks in part as follows:
1
'l\1r. Fritter was ordaind as a minister
in the Illinois eldership of the Church of
God
in
1882,
and
besides his
college work last year, had charge of
the churches in the East Wyandot circuit of the Church of God. He was
activ in Sunday School work, was a tnember of the Hancock County Sunday
school association and of the Up-to-Date
Club. He servd one term as secretary
of t his organi1.atio11.
Prof. Fritter was an alumnus of Findlay college, having been graduated in
1891 with the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
The same institution honord him again
in 1896 with the degree of Master of Arts.
After t h ree terms of study in the summer
school at the university of Illinois, Prof.
Fritter was again given honor with his
second degr ee of Master of Arts. He
was principal of the normal department
of Findlay college for several years and
serv<l three years as superintendent of
the schools at Monticello, Ill. He was a
member of the American Historical association and of the American Geografical society.
Among the literary productions written
and publisht by Prof. Fritter are several
treatises on education llnd literature,
among them: "I-1iterature of the Nineteenth century,'' ''T he Bible Among
Books,' ' '' A Trip Down the Sangamon
River, 11 and "Studying and Teaching
Agriculture. ''
The distinction of being the first edu-

cator to prepare and deliver before teachers' institutes a series of lectures on agriculture, immediately after the passage
of the state law compelling the examination of applicants for teachers' c<>rtificates in agriculture, belonged to Prof.
Fritter.
Perhaps his best and most widely
known lecture was one which bore the
title, "The Three M's-Moral, Mind,
Muscle."
Mr. Fritter graduated from the I. S .
N. U. in 1889. He was Superintendent
of the city schools of Nor mal for ten
years from 1896-1906, and wasPresident
of the University of Middle Tennessee
from 1906-1909.

***

On Oct. 6, occunl the deth of little
Larue Putnam Shaver, the only child of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Shaver, of Prescott, Wash. Mrs. Shaver was formerly
Helen Putman of the class of '10. :Mr.
and Mrs. Shaver are planning to return
to Normal in a few months.

*

•X. •X•

De th of Ernest Edmunds.

Friends in Normal were very much
grievd and surprised to hear of the deth
of a former citizen, Ernest Edmunds,
the tatter part of October.
Mr. Edmunds was born in Gardner,
Illinois, and at the age of thirteen moved
with his parents to Normal. He graduated at the high school, and with theeditor of the Normalite establisht the
school paper called' 'The Current," which
was so popular at the high school a n umber of years ago.
After graduation from the high school
he continued his studies at the Normal
University, from which institution he
graduated with honors. He was a leadtr
in class enterprise, and very popular because of his musical talent.

!JETHS
After graduation he taught for three
years, when he and his parents removed
to Fort Smith, Arkansas.
Last July he and his younger brother
opened a real estate office in Memphis,
Teun. About five weeks ago he became
slightly ill, and suspecting typhoid fever
went to a hospital. Because of the deth
of his older brother, Harolrl, twelve
years ago of this malady, extra precautions were taken . A physi_cian, who is a
specialist on typhoid fe ver, was engaged;
a special day nurse, and, also a special
night nurse, were hired to take care of
him. For three weeks the fever was of a
mild form, when suddenly, without any
warning, his fever went very high. He
became rlangerously ill, and in a short
tin1e his heart action became bad. Hiecoughs started, and the phystciar.s were
unable to stop them, and in twenty-four
hours the end came.
The body was taken to Fort Smith,
where funeral services were held. Then
the remains were brought to Blooming·
ton, where they were interred beside
those of his brother, Harold.
He leaves besides those of his father
and mother to mourn bis loss, a sister,
Mrs. Lucy Wolf, of Milwaukee, and one
brother, Olin, of Memphis. His sister
and brother accompanied the remains to
Bloomington, but his parents were unable to come because af the illness of his
-Norma1ite.
father.
An Appreciation by Wm. Otto '01.

Some people there are truly llwith less
of earth in them than Heven," and when
we find such a one in a friend of ours, it
seems the mystery of life bewilders one
just a triftle more than it otherwise
wight. In every life we expect a turn
here or a jog there that will seem to
make that life depart from the even tenor
of its way; but i u Ernie, as we affectionately call him, we seek in vain for such a
turn. Always the same jovial, plesant
cotupanion he was. How well I remember at the old Normal when he thot he'd

leave to look for pastures new, and "our
crowd" came down to serenade him, we
all with hevy harts, for we knew too well
how we'd miss him; he with bis genial
.smile, for he saw only the bright side of
his departure, the big world to conquer,
and the great things he'd have to tell us
upon his retur11. :\nd then, when he
did return, how we all crowded to welcome him back. singing possibly the
samt:: songs as before but this time with
a wholly different hart, for we were welcoming our friends home again.
Then I rememher when he went to the
S:>Uth; the letters that came back were
full of the big things to be done there,
the saine big hart was manifest in the
spirit with which he ·went to work. And
then the treat that was in store for me
when at last I could make him a vis it at
Fort Smith. How we sang and talked
and pland ! H e was al ways finding time
to do something for others. That he
never thot of himself, I fear, was his
only shortcoming.
Now to think that this truly unselfish
character has left us ancl gone on into
the great beyond is bard to bear. But if
God bas seen fit to take him 011, we who
have come under his influence and have
learnd to love him, must show the great
spirit that he himself stood for always,
and thank God that we had the privilege
and g reat joy, even tho it has made the
sorrow doribly hevy, of knowing hiw.
We must think for ourselves, 11S0 live
that when thy summons comes" we may
leave as beautiful a memory behind us
as be has.

E rnest E. Edmunds was born at Gardner, Illinois November 24, 1880.
He
moved with his family to Normal in 1893.
He conceivd the idea of publishing a
paper for the Normal Hig h School; from
this idea sprang the present High School
Current. I n the fall of '97 he e11terd the
Normal University ; here he became
identified with many of the pro111inent
school enterprises: he was a member of
the Male Quartet, of the Glee Club, o f

jo
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the Vidette board, and the editor of the
Index 19()4. In 1903 he won the vocal
solo for Wrightonia. After graduating
in 1904, he was principal of the Millstadt
High Sch ool. In the fall of 1905 he went
to Fort Smith, Arkansas where he became a prominent real estate man. Here
he organized a large musical cluh and the

"Noon Civic Club" both of which d id
much for the social betterment of the
city. He was most directly influential in
securing public playgrounds.
In July
1912, he became connected with the Central Bank of Memphis, Tenn. Here he
contracted a light case of typhoid fever,
which for some unaccountable reason,

took a serious turn and he died October
28, 1912. Funeral services were held at
Fort Smith, Ark. The body was interd
at Bloomington, Ill.
He leaves to
mourn his loss a host of friends, a father
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Edmund~, Fort Smith, a brother, Olin, and

a sister, Mrs. J. L. Wolff, of Milwaukee,
Wis.
WILLIAM OTTO '01.
No·rs-we had expected to devote a good
share of the A lumni space of this numbe-r to the

class of '93 but the "news" which had bee n
gatherd and sent u s last August by Mrs. C. \V.

Whitte n of DeKalb has, in the meantime. beeu
misplaced, a fact which we deeply regret.
-Editor.

Some Letters of Appreciation.
We are publishing some letters that we
know will be of interest to the Alumni
and which make the Editor and Business
Manager feel that the Quarterly is being
appreciated. - EDITOR.
Canon City, Colo. , Sept. 14, 1912.
Mr. J . L. Pricer,
Normnl, Illinois.
Dear Mr. Pricer:
My present address is Hotchkiss, Colo. ,
please change to 1119 Park ave. , Canon
City, Colo. If you have sent the August
number to Hotchkiss will you please
send me another here I can't miss a
number. I hope all the members of the
Alumni will r espond and make this a
strong paper.

Miss Anna S. Garwood of the class oi
1900 has charge of the English department in our high school.
Very truly yours,
L. T. Shaw, '05.
Madison, lll., October 23, 191?I have long wisht to subscribe fer the
Alumni Quarterly, but thus far I have
not had an opportunity to do so.

I en-

close fifty cents to pay for such a subscription. May J also r eceive the September number?

Respectfully yours,
Henry H. Janssen, ' 10.
Urbana, Ill., Sept. 29, 1912.
Please send my next Alumni Quarterly
to my present address instead of to Jacksonville. I faild to receive my August
number. If you have any of that issue
on hand, I should be pleasd to get one.
I enjoy the HQuarterly 11 very much

and do not want to miss a copy. Year
before last we had a Normal club here
but last year there was no organization

formed, I believe. We are going together soon and see what we can do for
the coming year. \Vhatever action is
taken, I shall be glad to report to you.
There are five former graduates of the
Normal in the University here this year
and a larger number who are teachers in

in the Champaign-Urbana Schools.
Yours very truly,
A. Thurman Wright,
805 W. Illinois St.
Melrose, Minn. Oct. 5, 1912.
I am sending you a post-office money
order with which to pay for two year's
subscription to the Alumni Quarterly.
You may send the next three numbers
to Melrose.
This is a rather queer little town,
stretching away over several square
miles of

prairie, each house having

several acres all to itself ( or so it seems
to me. ) It's not all level prairie, however, for just to the north and east there
is a comfortable range of hills with woods

SOME LETTERS OF APPRECIATION
and a little river, making an exceedingly
agreeable place to tramp away a lonely
or school-teacherly feeling.
The twenty-six hundred people are
solidly German, slow, stolid as can be.
We are expected to do quite a good bit
of work among the farmers tbru meetings held in the country schools. I
quail at facing an audience of German
housewives, so unprogressiv that they
still wear wooden shoes; and who still go
out in the fields a nd do men's work.
They probably know heaps more than I,
but I have a private feeling they care for
very little but wienerwursts and spiced
cabbage-this, because I board with a
Gerntan family.
The cooking class have been cald upon
to serv a luncheon to the Farmers on
Market Day, next Saturday. Fortunately I do not have to talk-that is all left
to the agricultural teacher who is worried
excedingly because he is unable to speak
German understandingly, and they are
unable to hear English understandingly.
I like it here very much and in many
ways I'm glad I came, if only the checks
were larger. But just the same I would
like to be at the I. S. N. U. occassionally
to see how everything goes.
Very truly yours,
Anna B. Kemp, '11.
Oshkosh, Wis., August 20, 1912.
The Alumni Quarterly,
Normal, III.
My dear Mr. Pricer: Kindly change
the address of the Alumni Quarterly from
33 North Bruen Street, Madison, Wisconsin, to 26 High Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.· I came h ere July first to take charge
of the University Extension work in this
section of the state, and my position is
that of Assistant Professor of Education
and District Representative. There is a
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great field of work here which \Visconsin
is pioneering the way in . A portion of
our work is in a way " blazing the trail"
for the public school systems of the state
to follow, a nd as fast as we get new
methods and ntovements under way, we
are contented to withdraw to other fields
and allow the public school system to
take up the work where we leave off to
continue it.
The extension system of this state is a
universal education proposition. The
thot is to take the University thru the
various extension centers of the state to
every fann, home and fire-side which,
because of lack of funds, Jack of time, or
for other reasons, are unable to go to it.
During the past year, the University
enrolld over 6000 stude1,-ts in its correspondence-study department, and thousands of other students and adult persons receivcl instruction thru lecturestudy and lecture courses.
I note with pleasure t he continued
growth and prosperity of the old Normal
School at Normal, and like every other
proud alumnus my heart beats a little
faster as I see that she has more and
more fulfilled the mission of the true
teacher of teachers for which she has
been so long famed.
Very truly yours,
A. H . .Melville,
District Representative.
The Quarterly is at the present laboring under the g reat disadvantages of not
having an offis in the I. S. N. U. in
which to keep its materia l and records.
Perhaps it will not always be thus. We
hope we shall have fou,icl the "copy" of
'93 befor e o ur next issue in which we
hope to have a much larger amoi.nt of
Alumni news in general.
Editor.
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